Tuning fuzzy rule-based systems for linguistic modeling is an interesting and widely developed task. It involves adjusting the membership functions composing the knowledge base. To do that, as changing the parameters defining each membership function as using linguistic hedges to slightly modify them may be considered.
Introduction
The interpretability required from linguistic fuzzy rulebased systems (FRBSs) (also known as Mamdani-type FRBS) makes them less accurate than other approaches such as Takagi-sugeno [13] or Non-Grid-Oriented ones (also known as approximate FRBSs) [l] . Nevertheless, improvements in the linguistic model learning process and model structure can be performed allowing it to have more freedom degrees different from the usually considered [3].
Indeed, in the last few years, many approaches have been presented to automatically learn the rule base (RB), constituted by the collection of linguistic rules themselves joined by means of the connective dso, from numerical information (input-output data pairs representing the system behavior). However, there is not much information about the way to derive the data base (DB), which contains the term sets and the membership functions defining their semantics. A good DB learning would significantly improve the system accuracy. This is why some proposals try to adjust the membership functions involved in the variable fuzzy partitions, which is known as tuning process.
Two main approaches have been followed to perform On the other hand, the extended tuning [4,61 changes the shape of the membership functions by using linguistic hedges [15] . However, no proposals combining both approaches have been considered till now. This contribution aims at introducing a method based on genetic algorithms (GAS) that jointly performs a basic and extended tuning.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 is devoted to present the mentioned two different tuning approaches, Section 3 introduces the use of linguistic hedges to change the shape of the membership functions, Section 4 proposes a genetic tuning that combines both approaches, Section 5 shows experimental results, and Section 6 outlines some conclusions and future works.
Basic and Extended Timing
Firstly, it seems to be necessary to clarify what we mean with basic and extended tuning: In this case, the tuning process involves adjusting the additional a parameter to improve the ERBS performance (Figure l(b) shows the effect of this tuning approach). The extended tuning has associated some changes in the model smcture to admit the additional parameters. These new expressions will be analyzed in more detail in the next section.
In this kind of tuning, the process is usually restricted to a set of values (e.g. a E {0.5,1,2)) [4, 61 where, moreover of improving the interpretability (as we will see in the next section), the search space is reduced. 
Alternative Model Structure with Linguistic Hedges
To perform extended tuning at RB level, it is necessary to relax the model structure by including certain operators that slightly change the meaning of the linguistic labels involved in the system. 
A Basic and Extended Genetic Tuning Process for FRBSs
Basic 12, 5, 7, 8, 121 and extended 14, 61 tuning have been considered under separate cover in the specialized literature. However, no processes combining both approaches have been proposed till now. In this section, a tuning based on GAS will be introduced to jointly fitting the membership functions by changing their basic parameters and fitting the rules using linguistic hedges. The tuning involves starting from a previous RB derived by any linguistic learning method.
The main components of the proposed genetic tuning process are the following:
A generational GA with the Baker's stochastic universal sampling procedure together with an elitist selection scheme is considered.
The objective (fitness function) will be to minimize the well-known mean square error (MSE):
with N being the data set size, Y' being the output obtained from the FXEJS when the I-th example is considered, and y' being the known desired output.
A double coding scheme (Cs, + csb) for both membership function (CS, part) and rule (csb part) tuning is used.
-For the CS, part, a 3-tuple of real values for each triangular membership function is used, thus being the DB encoded into a real-coded chromosome built by joining the membership functions involved in each variable fuzzy partition. A variation interval to every gene in the CS, part is used to preserve meaningful fuzzy sets. Figure 3 shows an example of the interval variations considered for each membership function parameter according to the cross points between fuzzy sets.
-For the csb parr, the coding scheme generates integer-coded strings of length Nr -(n + 1) (with Nr being the number of rules and n being the number of input variables). Each gene can take any value in the set {0,1,2} with the following correspondence to the linguistic hedge used: C+j = 0 for the "very" linguistic hedge, ~j = 1 when no linguistic hedge is used, and cij = 2 for the "more-orless" linguistic hedge (with ~+ j being the gene corresponding to the j-th variable of the i-th rule).
original values in the CS,, part and the allele 1 in the csb part.
2. A half of the population is generated with the CS, part at random (within the variation inkrvd for each gene) whilst the genes in CSb part will take the value 1.
3. The remaining chromosomes are generated with the original values for the DB in the CS, part and values at random (within the set {0,1,2}) in the csb part. 0 The crossover operator will depend on the chro--In the CS, parr, the max-min-arithmetical crossover 171 is considered. Thanks to its formulation, this operator avoids violation of the restrictions imposed by the variation interValS.
-In the csb parr, the standard two-point crossover is used. An initial DB constituted by a primary fuzzy partition for each variable will be considered in the WM-method.
Every partition is formed by two labels with uiangularshaped equally distributed fuzzy sets giving meaning to them. The values of parameters used in the GA processes are the following: a population size of 61 individuals, 100 generations, 0.6 as crossover probability, 0.2 as mutation probability, 0.35 for the weight factor in the max-min-arithmetical crossover, and 5 for the weight factor in the non-uniform mutation. Concerning the computational cost, the tuning methods lasted 93 (B-tun), 37 (E-tun), and 13 1 (BE-tun) seconds toperformtheadjustmentinaPentiumII350MHz. The reason of these differences mainly lie in the crossover operator employed. Anyway, the algorithm executions took an acceptable time in the linguistic modeling field. 
Analysis of Results
In view of the obtained results, significantly good accuracy degrees-both in approximation (MSEt,,) and generalization (MSEtbt)-are obtained by our tuning proposal.
As may be observed, the genetic tuning that changes the membership functions by fitting their basic parameters (the B-tun-method) has a clear tendency to overfit the problem. On the contrary, the method that tunes the rules using linguistic hedges (the E-tun-method) obtains a good balance of accuracy, but it is not as high as desired.
However, thanks to the combined action of the two tuning approaches done by our method, better results both of approximation and generalization degrees are obtained. On the one hand, the good approximation capability provided by changing the basic parameters is considered while, on the other hand, the use of linguistic hedges makes the obtained model have a good generalization degree as well. Figure 4 shows the DB and RB generated by the WM+BE-tun method for a specific data set partition of the problem. In that figure, we may observe how the fact of adding linguistic hedges to some linguistic variables of some rules and, at the same time, slightly tuning the membership functions composing the DB, causes the accuracy results to significantly improve. Moreover, thanks to the consideration of linguistic hedgeswhich give a linguistic interpretation to the changes performed-and to preserve meaningful fuzzy sets, linguistic models with a good interpretability are obtained.
Concluding Remarks and Further Works l b o different approaches for tuning the membership
functions involved in an FRBSs are usually followed:
either changing the parameters that define the fuzzy set shapes or using linguistic hedges in the fuzzy rules. However, no tuning methods performing both tasks together have been properly considered.
In this paper, we have introduced a GA for jointly performing the said two tuning approaches. The application of our proposal to a real-world linguistic modeling problem has shown good results appropriately facing one of most usual drawbacks presented in tuning processes: the lack of accuracy when a good generalization degree is claimed.
As further works, with the aim of improving the accuracy at the expense of losing certain interpretability, we propose t o employ a more flexible extended tun- 
